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Citations in the form “Tr.” refer to the trial transcript. Citations in the form “JX —
—” refer to trial exhibit
.
2

as wholly owned subsidiaries. JX 23 at ’578; JX 24 at ’586. The

Sahara Investments. JX 24 at ’586. The Company then distributed all of its shares in SMCO
to the stockholders of the Company, making SMCO a “sister company,” rather than a
.
There is no ready market for the Company’s shares.
.

.

and provides the stockholders with presentations on the Company’s performance.

,

.

g

.

.
JX 1 at
’002, ’027.
at ’149.
the Trust’s
“Domestic Equity,”
3

“Developed International Equity,” “Emerging Markets Equity,” “Marketable Alternative
Assets,” “Non

,” and “Cash and Fixed Income.”

’227.
. For instance, the Company’s 2018 annual report
noted that the Company’s “total return in 2018 was . . .
S&P 500 Index,” its “domestic equity return of
Index,” its “program of hedge funds produced a negative return that fell short of long
expectations,” and its “debt was a drag on overall performance in 2018 as
exceeded the overall portfolio return.” JX 16 at ’275–76.

eriod. JX 18 at ’368.

“Domestic Equity” portfolio. JX 16 at ’276. The Company
.

at ’276–78.
,

JX 23 at ’579.

.

109.
by

JX 18 at ’368; Tr. 15.

4

18.
,
for the Company’s poor performance.

Woods
for books and

.

2 (the “Demand”).

y
.
’199–’200

.

at ’198–99.
Analysis.

.
the “names and addresses of the

Company’s current record stockholders” and “a copy of the current Bylaws of the
.” JX 4 at ’143.

.
will,”

December, “as a gesture of good

with “a confidential summary of its directors’
5

.” JX 6 at ’177.

2, 2020, Woods
seven affirmative defenses. Dkt. 7. The first affirmative defense stated, “Plaintiff’s

company that lacks many of the ‘books and records’ sought by Plaintiff.”
documents would render the action “moot.”
the Company’s position.
On April 3, 2020,
-4.

books and records held by SMCO.

Dkt.
Company raised its “mootness” defense with the
should

Dkt. 10.

Investments]. . . . Thus, Ms. Woods’s demand to investigate alleged
mismanagement in connection with the “investment business” and to value
.

6

-3

.

represented that “

SMCO’s documents in a Section 220 action, as that decision belongs only to SMCO.”

May 21, 2020.

stood
-97, 123.

he Delaware General Corporation Law grants “[a]ny
stockholder” the right “to inspect for any proper purpose . . . [t]he corporation’s stock
ledger, a list of its stockholders, and its other books and records . . . .” 8

§ 220(b).

“Section 220 is now recognized as ‘an important part of the corporate governance
landscape.’” Seinfeld v. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc.
, 687 A.2d 563, 571 (Del. 1997)).

, 45 A.3d 139, 144 (Del. 2012).

evidence that “each category of books and records is essential to accompli
stockholder’s articulated purpose for the inspection.”

7

,6

Trust’s Purposes
“The paramount factor in determining whether a stockholder is entitled to inspection
’
inspection.” CM
of the statute, “[a] proper purpose shall mean a purpose reasonably related to such person’
interest as a stockholder.” 8

§ 220(b).

“There is no shortage of proper purposes under Delaware law . . . .”

·
·

n’s financial statements

·
·
·
·

“[t]o inform fellow shareholders of one’s view concerning the wisdom or fairness,
seek appraisal”;

·

“to discuss corporate finances and management’s inadequacies, and then, depending
management or a sale pursuant to a tender offer”;

·
8

·
·
·

to investigate the stockholder’s possible entitlement to oversubscription privileges

·

to determine an individual’s suitabil

·
·
, 1 A.3d 281, 289 n.30 (Del.
2010)
,
206 (
Valuing The Trust’s Shares
The most straightforward purpose in the Demand is “
Trust’s]

.” JX 2 at ’199. Woods has

“Valuation of a stockholder’s investment in a corporation, particularly where the

§ 220.”2

2

, 685 A.2d 702, 713 (Del. Ch. 1995),
aff’d
CM & M Gp., 453
792 “[T]he valuation
of one’s shares is a proper purpose for the inspection of corporate books and records.”
9

ct the corporation’s books and records to value their

, 685 A.2d at 713. The Court of Chancery “

”3

seeks books and records, in part, so that she “can ascertain the value of [the Trust’s]
ompany.” Dkt. 13 at 3.

Quantum Tech. P’rs IV, L.P. v. Ploom, Inc.
2014) (“It is settled law that the valuation of one’s shares is a valid purpose to inspect books
and records.”); Madison Ave. Inv. P’rs, LLC v. Am. First Real Estate Inv. P’rs, L.P., 806
A.2d 165, 174 (Del. Ch. 2002) (“It is settled law in Delaware that valuation of one’s shares
is a proper purpose for the inspection of corporate books and records.” (internal quotation
.
3

,
(noting that a stockholder’s purpose of

“ ermining the value of his stock” is “
company’
”);
,
560804, at *4 (Del. Ch. Sept. 29, 1994) (“When a minority shareholder in a c
appropriate corporate books and records.”).
10

In response, the Company argues that Woods failed to prove “that she
an intent to use the requested books and records” to value her shares. Dkt. 14 at 25
that a “
‘valuation’

.” Dkt. 23 at 14. According

to the Company, a stockholder must demonstrate “

she needs to value shares.” Dkt. 14

valuing her shares, such as evidence that she has a desire “to sell her shares, buy out another

Company, or none of the above.”

5.

The Company’s position is contrary to Delaware law. It would require that a

purpo
Cf. Lebanon Cty. Emps.’ Ret. Fund v. AmerisourceBergen Corp.
–

8

§

Delaware precedent explicitly rejects the Company’s position. A plaintiff’s purpose
“to value her shares” in the company “is
§ 220(b).”
-

CM & M Gp.

, 1994
,

8264 (Del. Ch. Nov. 7, 1984)). “There is no requirement that [a stockholder]
11

shares in order to rely upon that purpose as a basis for seeking inspection under § 220.”

stockholder’s avowed

, 923 A.2d 810, 817 (Del. Ch. 2007). “
showing i

.”

,
1984
“
.”

.

the investor’s purpose was pretextual and

12

held that the investor’s valuation purpose was bona fide, explaining, “
Delaware that valuation of one’
.
”
“
”
that the investor’s open mindedness toward what to do with its shares was “only a

of its terms.”

.

,
court labeled the “1983 Agreement.”

proper purpose, claiming that the stockholder “seeks to gather evidence to support a
potential claim to recover monies under the 1983 Agreement.”
13

ourt expressed concern that the stockholder’s
valuation purpose “is, at the present time, somewhat academic.”
the court observed that it was “

”
court concluded that the stockholder’s
pose was bona fide, even though the stockholder had “
dispose of
.”

In accepting the stockholder’s valuation purpose, the court relied on the

the corporation’
.
For th
corporation’s]
[the stockholder’s
ship, persuade me that [the stockholder’s]
,

the stockholder’s intentions

14

identify a credible potential end use, then the court may infer that the stockholder’s stated
See Marathon P’rs, L.P.

, 2004

Or, as in

,

cases, the court may credit the stockholder’s valuation purpose.

ü

Sunroofs, Inc.
“has not yet decided whether (or not) to purchase or sell, [does] not—
—

of its valuation purpose”).
he Demand, Woods averred that she wanted “to ascertain the value of [the

Trust’s] interests in the Company.” JX 2 at ’199. She did not describe what she might do
.

ust’s shares was not Woods’ actual

-62.

.

reasons, is not enough to carry the Company’s burden.
15

The Demand also cites a desire “

.” JX 2 at ’199. In framing Woods’ purpose in this
“
” Based on Woods’ briefing and arguments at trial, t

“It is well established that a stockholder’
anagement is a ‘proper purpose.’”

d

121.

company’s books and records can help the stockholder to ferret out whether
’

758

must “

investigation . . . .”

16

.

ity of wrongdoing. “A
[wrongdoing]

agement are actually occurring.”4

The “credible basis” standard is “the lowest possible burden of proof.”

, 909

A plaintiff may meet it by making “a credible showing, through documents,
logic, testimony or otherwise, that there are legitimate issues of wrongdoing.”
Mart
S

, 95 A.3d 1264, 1273 (Del. 2014).
.5

,

,

the Company’s “investments have consistently underperformed key market indexes, while

4

,1

286–87 (“Such evidence need not prove that wrongdoing, in fact, occurred.”);
, 687 A.2d at 565 (“The stockholder need not actually prove the wrongdoing itself by
a preponderance of the evidence.”);
at 567 (“The actual wrongdoing itself need not be
proved in a Section 220 proceeding, however.”);
(“[Stockholders] are not required to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that waste
and [mis]management are actually occurring.”).
5

–
–

1976).
17

,
Skoglund v. Ormand Indus., Inc., 372

those assets, let alone the Board’s process in approving that compensation.” Dkt. 13 at 29.

The Company’s

During this litigation, however, the Company took a position that bolstered Woods’

Woods’ complaint “
non operating holding company that lacks many of the ‘books and records’ sought by
Plaintiff.” Dkt. 7 at 19. When Woods

raised its “mootness” defense
arguing that “
” and that “
” Dkt. 10

18

-3

.

d.
-97, 123.
p

short

Company’s position facially conflicted with the repres

II.B.3,

The contrast between the Company’s

Company’s directors and officers have engaged in wrongdoing by failing to

, by

books and
basis to suspect that the Company’s directors ha
If the Company’s board of directors relied on

board’s

on

.

books and records showing how the Board ensured that SMCO managed the Company’s

follow and a record of the board monitoring SMCO’s performance. Yet a

19

6

—

The duty of loyalty includes a requirement to act in good faith, which is “a subsidiary
, a condition, of the fundamental duty of loyalty.”

52–

.

TriFoods Int’l, Inc.

,
“attempt in good faith to assure that a corporate information and reporting system, which
the board concludes is adequate, exists.”

In re Caremark Int’l Inc. Deriv. Litig., 698
-65, 368–69.

0

—

—

—

6

,

(“[D]irector
shareholders.”);

, 911 A.2d 362, 370 (Del.
, 559 A.2d 1261, 1280 (Del. 1989)
d, 507 A.2d 531, 536 (Del. 1986) (“In performing their duties

areholders.”).
20

action was “moot”

The Company’s own arguments thus established a credible

Woods’

“to communicate with its fellow Company

stockholders on matters relating to their mutual interests as stockholders . . . .” JX 2 at ’199.
As framed in the Demand, this purpose only applied to Woods’ request for the “
.”

o

She

communication purpose as “
.” Dkt

she would say would depend on “what is revealed
through her inspection.” S

.

Demand is through Woods’ valuation and investigation purposes. Woods seeks to value
the Trust’s shares and explore corporate wrongdoing, and if she learns anything significant,

.
21

,

plaintiff must establish “that each category of the books and records requested is essential
[its] stated purpose.”

1035. “[T]he court

must give the petitioner everything that is ‘essential,’ but stop at what is ‘sufficient.’”

should receive “access to all of the documents in the corporation’s possession, custody or
control, that are necessary to satisfy [the plaintiff’s] proper purpose.”
114–

“

inspection may be justified.”
Ch. Jan. 9, 2003)

211. “[W]here a § 220 claim is based on

derivative litigation or through direct contact with the corporation’s directors and/or
stockholders.”

–15. “The source of the documents and the manner
ed by the corporation have little or no bearing on a stockholder’s

22

the stockholder’s proper purpose.”

the directors’ deliberations
(the “Formal
Board Materials”).7

should b

.8

7

(limiting inspection to “board level” documents relating to an acquisition and subsequent
p.
,

561, 567

(“

at least to reports or minutes, reflecting the corporate action,” including “copies of the
Special Committee’s report, minutes of the meetings of the Special Committee and minutes
of the Special Committee was considered or approved” (
,1
then a stockholder can obtain through a Section 220 inspection “any documents and other
ich the board relied”).
8

,3

,
§ 46A:31 (2015) (“In connection
with the corporate secretary’s role as the company’s record keeper,

23

materials that evidence the directors’ deliberations, the information that they received, and
the decisions they reached (“Informal Board Materials”). Informal Board Materials
generally will include communications between directors and the corporation’s officers

742,

,

132 A.3d 752, 793 (Del. Ch. 2016),

officers and employees (“Officer Level Materials”).

Mart,

1040, 1056
can be necessary to understand how “directors

’
members to review in advance of each meeting of the board.” Soc’y of Corp. Sec’ys. &
Gov’ce Prof’ls, Corporation Minutes: A Publication
–24
(Feb. 2014) (“Corporate secretaries may also maintain separate meeting files for each board
electronically. . . .”).
24

handled [management] proposals or conduct in various contexts,” which could re

“is fact
ontext in which the shareholder’
es.”

Mart

.

·
·

requests seeking information about the Company’s investment strategies (requests

·

25

·

uest (f) seeks “[a]
.”
2 at ’199. It thus seeks Formal Board Materials that speak to the Demand’s valuation
purpose.
Request (g) seeks “[m]
.”

and (g), simply asserting that both “on their face are necessary and essential to Plaintiff’s
the Trust’s shares.” Dkt. 13 at 31. Woods has not shown a need to go

Request (j) seeks “[d]ocuments, correspondence, reports or drafts there

forecast or projections concerning the Company from January 1, 2015 to present.” JX 2 at
26

’199.

As framed, request (j) is overly broad. In the abstract, “[t]he importance of forecasts
sic that it does not require citation.”
Quantum Tech.

,

Company’s investment strategies. Requests (c),

All minutes of meetings of the Company’s Board of Directors
(the “Board”) or any committee thereof, including any attachments thereto,

.

27

JX 2 at ’198–99. These requests thus seek all of the Company’s Formal Board Materials
,

.

from January 1, 2015 to present concerning the Company’s investment

at ’199. Request (h) thus seeks Formal Board Materials relating to the Company’s

blanket request to inspect all of a Company’s
,

, plus
quests

Board Materials concerning the Company’s investment strategy and investments

sufficient for Woods’ purpose. The Company shall produce

28

JX 2 at ’199.

“interested party transactions,” including any transactions, contracts,

.

to Woods’ valuation purpose.
.

29

, Zutrau v.

Assocs., Inc.

.2d 485,

490

reasonably related to the stockholder’s interest as a stockholder. Some information is so

o

a general description of the company’s

See KT4 P’rs LLC v. Palantir Techs., Inc.
(noting that stockholders “deserve basic information about
their investments” including “the identities of directors and officers
” and “books and records relating to [the company’s] annual stockholder
meetings”), rev’d in part, aff’d in relevant part, 203 A.3d 738 (Del. 2019).
,

.

.

30

d

ve officers, and certain “significant employees”

information that the Company provided did not make clear who the Company’s directors

, JX 16 at ’286; JX 22 at ’494; JX 25 at ’437.
Woods’
’179-80.
31

The Trust is entitled to know (i) who the Company’s senior officers are, (ii) how

party transactions with any officers or directors. The Trust’s desire to know this

in the financial statements. Here, had the companies’ independent auditor,

certainly does not allege that KPMG’s
n.7

Company’s fiduciaries have entered into related

32

advisors. It asks

JX 3 at ’199.

“sufficient to identify the total amount of payments made to such advisor . . . .”
,

, 746 A.2d 244, 261 (Del. 2000).

Woods’ “sufficient to show”

.

adjustments, if warranted, to the Company’s expenses when valuing the firm.

33

,

Hldg.

,

5–6

5

aff’d, 453 A.2d 788 (Del. 1982).

reasonable amount of time. Given the nature of the requests and the Company’s business,

will extend to other entities. “The rights of shareholders secured

which [it] ordinarily would have.” Dobler

est in Sahara Investments. The Company’s “sister company,” SMCO, owns the other
.

JX 24 at ’586; Tr. 96–97.

34

·
stockholders.”
·

“
at ’580.

“Although the [reorganization] adds certain complexities to [the Company’s] legal
benefits and tax savings” discussed in the memorandum.

at ’581.

“not cause any change in the
,” the Company is now telling Woods that the

,

reorganization would “have no impact on individual stockholders other than economic
benefits and tax savings,” the Company is now maintaining that the reorganization cut off
stockholders’ ability to obtain books and records about the Company’s oversight of its

Woods with “access to all of the documents in
the corporation’s possession, custody or control, that are necessary to s
plaintiff’s] proper purpose.”

–

respond to Woods’ request. The same individuals sit on the board of dir
Company and SMCO. JX 19 at ’461; JX 20 at ’462; JX 21 at ’477. The companies share
35

office space, and the companies’ officers and employees use the same “@saharaent.com”
domain name for their email addresses. JX 16 at ’286. The Company p

financial reports state, “Although technically two separate companies, Sahara Enterprises,
basis.” JX 9 at ’002.

9

would not “hide documents” based on “the labels
on the filing cabinets.” Tr. 123.

Company’s “possession, custody or control.” A corporation is a juridical entity that only
, Carden v. Arkoma Assocs.
,

9

,

,

“I have gathered some information regarding Avery’s basis in her

documents: ‘Avery Stock Basis Info.xlsx’ and ‘SMCO Basis letter.pdf’.”);
,
13
“estimate of the unaudited and un
and SMCO, Inc.”).
36

11

145 A.2d 392, 393 (Del. 1958).

the entity’s human representatives can access books and

o
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